Abstract-This paper reports on some large-scale field-testing results of a real-time freeway network traffic surveillance tool that has recently been developed to enable a number of real-time traffic surveillance tasks. This paper first introduces the related network traffic flow model and the approaches employed to traffic state estimation, traffic state prediction, and incident alarm. The field testing of the tool for these surveillance tasks in the A3 freeway of 100 km between Naples and Salerno in southern Italy is then reported in some detail. The results obtained are quite satisfactory and promising for further future implementations of the tool.
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE typical problem that necessitates real-time automatic freeway traffic surveillance is that available real-time measurements may be too much in quantity for manual processing but, in the meantime, are still not sufficient in their spatial coverage to deliver a complete image of real-time traffic conditions for a whole freeway network of interest. More precisely, traffic operators cannot manually handle a flood of real-time spot measurement data that arrive at a frequency of, e.g., every 30-60 s; on the other hand, noisy measurements from a limited number of spot detectors may not suffice to provide the complete traffic information needed, which is particularly the case for congested freeway networks that are sparsely equipped with measurement devices. This condition creates the need for realtime freeway traffic surveillance (see Fig. 1 ), where available Y. Wang is with the Department of Civil Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, Melbourne, VIC 3800, Australia (e-mail: yibing.wang@monash.edu).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TITS.2011.2107901 raw spot measurement data are appropriately processed, leading to a complete, succinct, and reliable set of information that can be used either for real-time decision making by traffic operators or for further traffic operation (e.g., route guidance and ramp metering). Real-time freeway traffic surveillance involves the following major tasks [1] , [2] .
• Traffic state estimation refers to estimating traffic flow variables (flows, mean speeds, and densities) for a considered freeway stretch or network, with an adequate spatial resolution (e.g., every 500 m or less), at each time instant (e.g., every 5-10 s) based on limited measurement data available from traffic detectors (e.g., inductive loops, radar sensors, and video cameras).
• Traffic state prediction refers to predicting traffic flow variables with the same spatial resolution over a futuretime horizon (e.g., 10-20 min), starting at each current time instant.
• Travel time prediction refers to predicting the travel time experienced along any specified network route at each current time instant.
• Incident alarm refers to issuing real-time incident alarms with regard to abnormal events, e.g., traffic accidents and detector faults that occur within the network. One generic real-time freeway network traffic surveillance tool RENAISSANCE [1] , [2] (see Fig. 1 ) has recently been developed, which enables the aforementioned traffic surveillance tasks under a unified methodological framework based on macroscopic traffic flow modeling and extended Kalman filtering (EKF). Fig. 2 depicts the RENAISSANCE functional architecture. RENAISSANCE is currently operational in the southern Italian freeway traffic control center in Naples, Italy, monitoring the A3 freeway network with a total directed length of 100 km. This paper reports on some of the RENAISSANCE operational results from this site. Floating-car data that reflect real travel times were not available during the test period; therefore, RENAISSANCE's travel time prediction function was not evaluated. Hence, this paper only addresses the tool's traffic state estimation, traffic state prediction, and incident alarm functions, for which a brief literature review is first presented as follows.
The study of freeway traffic state estimation dates back to the early 1970s [3] , [4] and has attracted considerable attention in the last 25 years [1]- [16] ; see [9] for a concise review and [15] for some further remarks. Following the EKF avenue pursued in most previous work, one general approach to the design of traffic state estimators has recently been developed in [9] . One major innovative feature of this recent work is online model parameter estimation, i.e., real-time joint estimation of traffic flow variables and some key parameters of the traffic flow model employed by the designed traffic state estimator [1] , [2] , [9] . It is demonstrated in [13] , [15] , and [16] that online model parameter estimation leads to some significant adaptive capabilities of the designed traffic state estimator. This state estimator has been incorporated into REANISSANCE as one of its major functional modules and has been tested for freeway stretches in simulation [9] and using real data [13] , [15] , [16] as well as for a freeway network in simulation [1] . Freeway traffic is a large-scale nonlinear dynamic process; in particular, traffic dynamics in freeway networks are much more complex than the traffic dynamics along single freeway stretches. To fully demonstrate the performance of the designed traffic state estimator, it is imperative to further evaluate the estimator on a network extent using real data. The field implementation of RENAISSANCE in Southern Italy has provided such a chance.
Technical literature on traffic state prediction is quite vast but usually focuses on traffic flow prediction; see, e.g., [17] - [22] . One model-based approach to traffic state prediction has recently been developed for RENAISSANCE, which delivers real-time prediction for both flows and mean speeds, and was tested for a hypothetic network in simulation [1] . In this paper, some field prediction results of traffic flows and speeds are presented for the same Italian freeway network.
Incident detection has been one of the central topics of intelligent transportation systems; see [23] - [26] for some recent work. The incident alarm that was considered in this paper is a major attempt toward a type of intelligent incident detection, which is essentially based on online model parameter estimation and can be performed under the aforementioned traffic state estimation framework. In fact, the possibility of performing incident alarms this way was mentioned in [6] without any explicit results presented. Recently, this potential idea has been developed into a promising method for use by RENAISSANCE and was first tested for a German freeway [15] , [16] . This paper reports on some field-testing results from southern Italy.
All traffic surveillance tasks that were considered in this paper were conducted based on macroscopic traffic flow modeling and EKF. Considering the suboptimality of the EKF-based solution to the state estimation of nonlinear systems (see a relevant discussion at the end of [1] and [15] ), it is challenging to conduct these tasks at a network level. In fact, this paper is the first to report on the field-testing results of these tasks for a large network (100 km in total directed length) that is sparsely equipped with traffic sensors (4-7 km apart).
Section II briefly describes the traffic dynamic system model and the model-based EKF approach to traffic state estimation and prediction, and incident alarm utilized. The field evaluation is reported in the next sections. Some conclusive remarks are given in the final section.
II. MODELING AND METHODOLOGY

A. Dynamic System Modeling for Freeway Network Traffic
From an engineering point of view, continuous freeway traffic flow may be viewed as a kind of semifluid. A validated second-order macroscopic traffic flow model [27] - [29] can be utilized to describe the motion of traffic flow. The model represents traffic flow dynamics along freeway stretches using aggregate traffic flow variables (e.g., flows, space mean speeds, and densities) through the conservation question, continuity equation, and dynamic-speed equation. In particular, the dynamic-speed equation includes a steady speed-density relationship, from which the fundamental diagram is readily derived [9] . As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the fundamental diagram involves the following three important parameters that essentially characterize traffic flow dynamics: 1) free speed; 2) critical density; 3) and capacity. To address traffic flow inhomogeneity (reflected in changes of the values of, typically, the free speed and capacity along freeway stretches due to involved curvature, slope, tunnels, and speed limits applied), the model may include multiple fundamental diagrams. In addition, the driver behavior at bifurcations is modeled in terms of turning rates. The model is generic in the sense that it can describe traffic flow dynamics in a freeway network of any topology, size, and link characteristics and simulate all kinds of traffic conditions (free flow, dense, and congested), as well as capacity-reducing events (e.g., incidents). For the convenience of modeling and digital computation, the model is presented in a space-time discretized form. For the space discretization, any considered freeway stretch is subdivided into a number of segments, each of 500 m or less in length, whereas the time discretization is based on a time step (5-10 s) and the discrete time argument k = (0, 1, 2, . . .). Thus, aggregate traffic flow variables are defined for each segment and time step. The network model can be expressed in the following compact state-space form:
where h is a nonlinear differential vector function that corresponds to all model equations, vector z includes the traffic flow variables (densities and mean speeds of all segments), vector d includes all network boundary variables (mainly inflow at each network origin, e.g., on-ramps, and the turning rate at each bifurcation) [1] , [30] , vector p includes all fundamental diagram parameters, and vector ξ 1 includes modeling noise. Considering that d(k) may not fully be measured (or measurable) and p(k) are normally unknown, the following two random-walk equations are introduced:
Then, the combination of both random-walk equations and (1) leads to the following augmented state-space model:
with traffic state vector
T .
On the other hand, traffic measurements from any freeway network are related to the traffic state x(k) through the following output equation:
where vector y consists of all available measurements of flow and mean speed, g is a nonlinear differentiable vector function, and vector η is a function of modeling and measurement noise. The state equation (2) and output equation (3) constitute a general dynamic system model for freeway network traffic, upon which, the pursued traffic state estimator and predictor, as well as the incident siren, can be designed. See [1] , [9] , and [15] for more details of the model.
B. Traffic State Estimation, Traffic State Prediction, and Incident Alarm
In terms of the model of (2) and (3), traffic state estimation refers to estimating all elements of vector x for a freeway network considered at each time instant k based on limited measurements y, whereas the short-term traffic state prediction refers to predicting at each current time instant k all elements of vector z over a future-time horizon (10-20 min) . Note that the number of traffic state variables to be estimated and predicted may be much larger than the traffic state variables that were directly measured, particularly when the detectors are sparsely installed within the network.
1) Traffic State Estimation:
Because of the strong nonlinearity of the traffic flow model, EKF is used to design the traffic state estimator aŝ
wherex(k + 1|k) denotes the traffic state estimation for time instant k + 1 based on traffic measurements y(k), and K(k) is the gain matrix and is calculated online based on the linear Taylor expansion of f and g atx(k|k − 1). For simplicity, we will denotex(k|k − 1) byx(k) in the following discussion. Keeping in mind the constitution of vector x, (4) simultaneously delivers, in real time, the estimates of traffic flow variables with the estimates of the fundamental diagram parameters, enabling the so-called online model parameter estimation [1] , [2] , [9] , [13] , [15] , [16] . Because the model may include multiple fundamental diagrams to address the aforementioned traffic flow inhomogeneity, the estimator (if supported with sufficient measurements) can deliver the parameter estimates for each fundamental diagram.
2) Incident Alarm: Incident alarm, under the aforementioned methodological framework, is essentially based on online model parameter estimation and can therefore be regarded as an extension of traffic state estimation. The traffic flow model that was utilized largely represents the specific and prevailing traffic flow characteristics through the free speeds, critical densities, and capacities. In the presence of incidents, the local traffic flow characteristics may abruptly and substantially change, and such changes can be reflected in drastic real- time changes of the model parameter values. Within the EKFbased traffic state estimation framework, traffic measurement that reflects local traffic flow conditions is sequentially fed to the operational traffic state estimator. Thus, through online model parameter estimation, the resulting changes of the local parameter values can be identified and tracked in real time, thereby leading to automatic incident alarm for traffic operators. See [15] and [16] for some illustrative incident-alarm examples, and one more example is presented in this paper.
3) Traffic State Prediction: Neglecting unpredictable random noise ξ 1 , (1) reads
Letẑ(k),d(k), andp(k) denote, respectively, the estimates of z(k), d(k), and p(k) at the current time instant k. Letd(κ),
over the future time horizon of K p − 1 steps. Note that, for each k,ẑ(k), the following conditions hold.
•d(k) andp(k) are available fromx(k) through the traffic state estimator (4).
• The model parameters are normally not rapidly time varying; therefore,p(κ) may be set equal top(k)
boundary value prediction. Thus, running (5) for K p steps producesẑ(κ), κ = k + 1, . . . , k + K p , which is the pursued traffic state prediction. The boundary value prediction is indispensable to traffic state prediction and can be performed based on historical data, through the extrapolation of the available boundary variable estimates, or by an appropriate combination of both [1] , [30] .
III. LARGE-SCALE TEST SITE IN SOUTH ITALY
A. Site Description
The designed traffic state estimator and predictor, as well as the incident siren, along with the traffic surveillance tool REANAISSANCE, are currently operational at the south Italian freeway traffic control center in Naples, supervising the A3 freeway between Naples and Salerno with a total directed length of about 100 km (see Fig. 4 ). The A3 freeway connects Naples and Salerno with the municipalities of the coastal strip along the southern slope of Mount Vesuvius. In the last decades, these municipalities have considerably grown despite the limited space between the coast and Vesuvius. This narrow area is currently among the most densely populated regions in Italy. Because most of the population in these municipalities commutes daily toward/from Naples, the A3 freeway serves one of the most congested metropolitan areas in southern Italy. As a consequence, recurrent congestions occur in the A3 freeway. In the outlined traffic context, the operation of RENAISSANCE is expected to considerably enhance the traffic surveillance capability of the freeway traffic control center in Naples. Fig. 5 presents the layout of the A3 site and its detector configuration in both directions, where each black dot represents a video detector that offers flow and speed measurements, whereas each black triangle just upstream each pair of onramps represents a toll station that records only the number of passing vehicles. The detectors are quite sparsely installed in the mainstream of either direction, with an average spacing of 4 km for the 20-km section at the Naples side [see Fig. 5(a) ] and an average spacing of 6.9 km for the other 27.5-km section at the Salerno side [see Fig. 5(b) ]. Fig. 6(a) and (b) displays 24-h speed measurements that were collected in the Salerno and Naples directions, respectively, on May 25, 2006. As shown, free-flow conditions prevail for the whole day in the Salerno direction, except for some temporary events that cause local speed drops around 9:00 P.M. However, sharp speed drops in the Naples direction were recorded that morning at detectors D10019, D10024, D10003, and D11014 [see these detectors in Fig. 5(a) ]. Zooming on Fig. 6(b) for the congested period, we more clearly see in Fig. 6(c) that the congestion shockwaves sweep the stretch, including D10019, D10024, D10003, and D11014, during 7:30-10:30 A.M. but dissolved before reaching D11009. Moreover, it is also shown that the speed-drop pattern that was observed at D10019 is quite different from the pattern that was observed at the upstream detectors D10024, D10003, and D11014. This case may partially be because of the impact of the complex site layout (and related ramp flows between D10019 and D10024) on the shockwave propagation. In addition, we can see a clear distinction between the speed measurements under free-flow conditions [compare, e.g., the measurements of D11014 and D11009 in Fig. 6(c) ].
B. Analysis of Measurement Data
C. Site Modeling
This site involves several internal bifurcations, each at the immediate downstream of a toll station, e.g., right below D5 in Fig. 5(a) ; hence, the site is essentially a freeway network. For traffic state estimation, both directions of the freeway have to be considered all together, because the sparse detector installation in the mainstream does not provide sufficient measurements for the two directions to separately be treated (for traffic state estimation). More specifically, due to measurement insufficiency, only if the site is considered as a network (rather than two individual stretches in the opposite directions) can the system observability be guaranteed, and hence, the traffic state estimation task is feasible [1] .
Without involving obvious geometrical homogeneity (e.g., lane drop or significant curvature/slope change), any freeway stretch in Fig. 5 between a pair of neighboring on/off-ramps is defined as a link. Every link is subdivided into a number of segments, each of about 500 m. All links and segments of such normally follow the same fundamental diagram. The interested reader is referred to [1] for more details on the definitions of links and segments. As aforementioned, however, every day, significant differences in the mainstream speed measurements can be observed under free-flow conditions [see Fig. 6 (b) and (c)]. Such spatial speed variation is normally due to traffic flow heterogeneity, i.e., the free-speed value may change over distance due to curvature involved, slope, tunnels, and speed limits applied. To adequately address such traffic flow inhomogeneity, multiple fundamental diagrams need to be introduced to the utilized traffic flow model equation (1), each with a separate group of free speed, critical density, and capacity, addressing a specific directional stretch between two adjacent mainstream detectors. Thus, 17 fundamental diagrams were considered for this test example, and the dimension of vector p in (1) is 51. Overall, the number of traffic state variables to be estimated (i.e., the rank of vector x) is more than 500, whereas the detectors and toll stations deliver measurements for 59 flow variables and 46 speed variables only. In other words, the majority of state variables of interest have to be estimated from very limited measurement data.
IV. TRAFFIC STATE ESTIMATION RESULTS
Flow and speed measurements that were collected from all detectors and toll stations at the site on May 25, 2006, were considered for testing. The update interval of the utilized measurements is irregular but about 30 s, on average, whereas the model time step was set equal to 5 s. Some representative traffic state estimation results of RENAISSANCE are presented in Figs. 7-9 . 
A. Spot Traffic State Estimation Results
1) Traffic State Estimates at Measurement Locations:
The traffic state estimator delivers estimates for all network traffic flow variables (i.e. flow, density, and mean speed of nearly every 500 m), including the estimates that were measured (at the detector locations) and unmeasured. The estimation results at some detector locations are presented first. Fig. 7(a) and (b) compares flow and speed estimates with the corresponding measurements at D10024, and Fig. 7(c) and (d) zooms, respectively, on Fig. 7(a) and (b) for the stop-and-go time period. Fig. 7(e)-(h) presents the same comparison and zooming for D10003. The estimates track down the corresponding measurements well at both detector locations. Fig. 8(a) and (b) compares the flow and speed estimates ("estimation 1") with the corresponding measurements at D11014, and Fig. 8(c) and (d) delivers the same comparison at D11009. Note that all these estimation results were obtained by considering multiple fundamental diagrams to address the apparent traffic flow inhomogeneity. Fig. 8 (e) and (f) displays the free-speed estimates for the stretches bounded downstream by D11014 and D11009, respectively. In fact, if the observed traffic flow inhomogeneity is ignored (in which case only one fundamental diagram is considered for the whole A3 network), striking estimation bias appears at D11014 [see "estimation 2" in Fig. 8(a) and (b) ]. This occurs because the speed measurements at D11014 are substantially lower than the measurements from most of the other detectors [see Fig. 6(b) ], and the estimate of the sole free speed that was defined for the whole network tends to follow the "typical" speed level, giving rise to the estimation bias at D11014. See [30] and [31] for more estimation results that were obtained with the traffic flow inhomogeneity ignored. The flow estimates at the toll station D5 is presented in Fig. 8(g ). In terms of network modeling, the flow at D5 is a boundary variable [1] , and its estimation is the sum of the estimates of unmeasured flows at the two downstream on-ramps.
Although not presented due to space limits, the flow and speed estimates well match the corresponding measurements at all other detector locations.
2) Traffic State Estimates at Nonmeasuring Locations: As aforementioned, the traffic state estimates at all measurement locations are quite satisfactory, but this result is not yet sufficient for full verification of the capability of the designed traffic state estimator, because the estimates that were produced refer to measurement data that were actually used by the estimator. 1 Therefore, of particular importance to the performance evaluation is the plausibility of flow and speed estimation at any locations where no measurements were available. Fig. 8(h) plots speed estimates for the Naples-bound stretch between D10024 and D10003 (2.5 km apart), where we have a red curve for D10024 and a black curve for D10003, whereas 1 Nevertheless, because the estimates that were derived from (4) are not simply a duplicate of the corresponding measurement [the second term of (4) any other curve addresses a certain segment between D10024 and D10003. A plausible realistic shockwave that propagates sequence can be observed in the figure; more precisely, the following rule can be used to determine the plausibility and correctness of the estimated shockwave propagation:
Rule 1: When a congestion shockwave propagates upstream, the estimated speed drop at any segment between two neighboring detectors, e.g., the sequential segments that correspond to the green, blue, pink, and light blue curves in Fig. 8(h) , should not appear before the congestion reaches the downstream detector (the red curve for D10024) and should not appear later than the speed drop that was already observed at the upstream detector (the black curve for D10003).
Because the A3 freeway was sparsely installed with traffic detectors in its mainstream, it was imperative to feed RENAIS-SANCE with all available measurements to get the presented results. Whenever possible, however, some redundant measurements should exclusively be used for evaluation, in which case, such measurements are not fed to RENAISSANCE. In fact, the traffic state estimator of RENAISSANCE was extensively tested this way through simulation [1] , [9] and using real data [13] , [15] , [16] based on other (smaller) test examples.
B. Temporal-Spatial Traffic State Estimation Results
1) GUI of RENAISSANCE:
RENEAISSANCE is accompanied with a dedicated graphical user interface (GUI). This GUI can be used for a complete presentation of real-time traffic state estimation results. 2 Four screenshots of the GUI view that was taken between 7:00 A.M. and 9:00 A.M. are presented in Fig. 9 , all focusing on the same A3 section between D10019 and D11009. In real-time operation, the GUI view is updated at the frequency of measurement update (30 s to 1 min). Within a GUI screen, each link (headed by an arrow) is displayed along with its segments, each with a length of approximately 500 m. The width of each segment is proportional to the estimated segment flow, whereas the colors of each segment correspond to the following estimated speed levels: 1) green for free-flow conditions, with the segment's space mean speed more than 90 km/h; 2) yellow for dense flow conditions, with the segment's space mean speed between 90 km/h and 40 km/h; 3) red for congested conditions, with the segment's space mean speed less than 40 km/h.
These threshold values are user dependent. With the same convention used in Fig. 5 , any black node in Fig. 9 represents a video camera, whereas a triangle stands for a toll station. By clicking on any black node, triangle, or segment, a diagram window pops up; for a measurement location, both measurements (in red) and estimates (in green) are displayed in the window, whereas for a nonmeasurement location, only estimates are displayed. Each diagram display can be switched between flow, speed, and density, except for toll-charging locations (where the speed values are of no interest). Moreover, each diagram window displays the corresponding estimates (and measurements) over a configurable (past) time period until the current time instant.
Each of the four subfigures in Fig. 9 addresses the A3 network portion, including D10019, D10024, D10003, D11014, and D11009, which is of particular interest because of the dominating stop-and-go traffic behavior that is typically observed there in the morning. It should, however, be mentioned that the GUI can simply be panned over to see any other part of the network.
2) Complete Temporal-Spatial Image of Estimated Traffic Condition: As shown in Fig. 9(a) , the displayed freeway network is under free-flow or dense conditions at 7:37 A.M., except for a congestion that mounts at D10019. The congestion shockwave that was estimated keeps propagating upstream with growing strength and reaches D10024 at 8:04 A.M. [see Fig. 9(b) ], at which time, one segment upstream of D10024 has already turned dense (because of the impact of downstream density). At 8:22 A.M., the shockwave front of the same congestion (further strengthened because of on/off-ramps encountered during its propagation) reaches D10003 [see At this point, we are concerned with how we can evaluate the correctness of the estimated global temporal-spatial images (e.g., the images in Fig. 9 ). Because no independent measurements were available for the evaluation, we check whether the estimated shockwave propagation reasonably well matches the speed measurements at the detectors that the shockwaves encounter while propagating upstream. As displayed in Fig. 9(b) , the moment that the estimated shockwave front (i.e., the uppermost boundary of the segments in red) reaches D10024 is exactly the moment that the speed drop was, indeed, observed by D100024 (see the popped-up diagram at D10024 and the displayed measurement estimation matching, as well as the location of the shockwave front). The same temporal-spatial consistency between the estimated global image and spot measurements is also shown for D10003 and D10024 in Fig. 9(c) . In addition, the estimated shockwave dissipation around D10024 in Fig. 9(d) is also shown to be consistent with the measured speed increase. Again, the observed congestion discharging was relevant to the increase of the off-ramp flow right at the upstream of D10024.
In summary, the following rule can be used to assess the correctness of the estimated temporal-spatial complete images: Rule 2: A measured speed drop should be visible by a certain detector approximately at the same time as the estimated congestion shockwave in the temporal-spatial image reaches the detector location; on the other hand, if congestion is measured to be dissolving at a certain measurement location, this case should also accordingly be reflected in the estimated temporal-spatial image, and vice versa.
Based on rules 1 and 2, it may be concluded that the estimation results in Figs. 8(h) and 9 reliably reflect the real traffic conditions and, therefore, the designed traffic state estimator delivered satisfactory traffic state estimates for this largescale site.
The GUI presents, at each time moment, a spatially global view for the whole freeway network of interest (see also Fig. 1 ), whereas Figs. 7 and 8 deliver, for each detector location, a temporally global view (more than 24 h). The former case is more suitable for real-time use in traffic control centers, whereas the latter case is more convenient for detailed offline evaluation.
V. TRAFFIC STATE PREDICTION AND INCIDENT ALARM RESULTS
As shown with (5), the model-based traffic state predictor delivers real-time prediction of traffic flow variables for each segment. The traffic state predictor was also tested for the A3 freeway using the measurement data from the same day. The flow and speed prediction results at D10003 are displayed in Fig. 10 . Because the measurement estimate comparison at the same detector is already presented in Fig. 7 (g) and (h), Fig. 10(a) compares the flow prediction with flow estimate at D10003, and Fig. 10(b) compares the speed prediction with speed estimate at D10003. Note that the red curves in Fig. 10 represent the estimation results, i. e., the black curves in Fig. 7 (g) and (h), whereas each short black trajectory represents a prediction of 10 min, starting from the corresponding (current) traffic state estimate. The prediction results are shown to forecast the evolving tendency of the flow and speed dynamics at D10003. Fig. 11 presents the speed measurements of June 10, 2006, whereas the corresponding traffic flow and speed estimates at D11014 and D11009 are displayed in Fig. 12(a)-(d) . As shown in Fig. 11(b) , a sharp speed drop was recorded only by D11014 that morning, whereas a sharp flow drop was observed only at D11014 [see Fig. 12(a) ]. This case indicates the occurrence of a local incident between D10003 and D11014. Although not presented, an expected flow drop is hardly shown at D10003, and this condition could be because the incident occurred somewhere close to D11014 under the circumstance of the presence of on/off-ramp between D10003 and D11014. Fed with these measurement data, the state estimator delivers satisfactory flow and speed estimates for the whole network (except for the flow at D11014). Moreover, the capacity estimates for the local stretches that were downstream bounded by D11014 and D11009 are presented in Fig. 12(e) and (f) , respectively, and the corresponding capacity derivatives are plotted in Fig. 12 (g) and (h). Note that the spikes shown in Fig. 12(g) can be used as a base for incident detection. It is interesting to compare the consistency between these incident alarm results and the results in [15] and [16] , although for different sites.
The state prediction and incident alarm results that were obtained are deemed satisfactory and promising. These surveillance functions of RENAISSANCE will undergo further evaluation, particularly with respect to, e.g., the duration of feasible prediction time horizons and false-alarm rate.
VI. CONCLUSION
A freeway network is a large-scale nonlinear dynamic system, and real-time network traffic surveillance is a very challenging task. More specifically, there are performance uncertainties before a network traffic surveillance tool is sufficiently tested in field. This paper has reported on a largescale Italian field evaluation of the traffic state estimator, traffic state predictor, and incident siren of the traffic surveillance tool RENAISSANCE, which has recently been developed. The evaluation results are quite satisfactory. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to report on the field evaluation of real-time traffic surveillance for such a large freeway network. For the reported traffic state estimation task, RENAISSANCE took a total of 11 h to handle all available measurement data of 24 h. This result means that, assuming that measurement data were updated every 1 min, RENAISSANCE would need approximately 30 s to do its state estimation job and then stay idle until the next arrival of measurement data. Therefore, RENAISSANCE is real-time applicable for a field site of the reported size (100 km in directed length). For more sizeable applications (> 150 km), a decentralized approach to traffic surveillance may be needed. Pierluigi Coppola was born in Naples, Italy, in 1972. He received the M. Eng. degree in civil engineering and the Ph.D. degree in road infrastructures and transportation systems from the Federico II University of Naples.
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